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1. INTR~IXJCTION 
In a previous paper [S], the author introduced a limit-free theory of 
analysis (“discrete analysis”) in the class of abelian groups. In this paper we 
will continue this study within the class of commutative rings. This paper 
is a direct sequel of [S]; definitions will not be repeated, and we will follow 
the notational conventions of [S]. Since [S] is effectively Part I of this 
paper, we will usually refer to [S] as I; for example, Section I.7 means 
Section 7 of [S]. 
The prototype example for this study is the convolution ring [ID of 
Section 1.7. One of our goals is to show that the integral completion of P 
under the d-structure 9 defined below is isomorphic to the space 17 of 
complex periodic distributions of a given period T. 
Throughout this paper, R denotes a given commutative ring (not 
necessarily with unit), and 3 denotes a given d-structure on R. The 
hypothesis of commutativity is made primarily for heuristic purposes; 
many of our results hold without this assumption, but to remove it would 
require left-, right-, and two-sided formulations of various concepts, which 
tend to detract from the essential ideas. 
2. IDEAL AND MODULAR DISCRETE DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURES 
Although the integral envelope G* = (G, %)* of a d-group G is an 
Abelian group under the addition induced by the addition in G, the 
integral envelope R* = (R, 9?)* may not be a ring under the multiplication 
induced by the multiplication on R; that is, the product 
cxl~cYl=cx~Yl for all x, y E V(.+?) (Xl 1 
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may not be well-defined. For example, it is possible that x. y is not a 
V-sequence, or that [x y] depends on the choice of representative 
sequences. Similarly, the product 
CCXII . CYII = CCX.YII for all x, y E V(.@) (X2) 
may not be well-defined on the integral completion R+ = (R, 9)‘. We now 
consider conditions on 9 under which these products are well-defined. In 
all references to R* and R+ as rings, we understand their products to be 
the induced products (Xl) and (X2), respectively. 
Let ~1 denote the multiplication function from R x R into R; and, for each 
r E R, let p,: R -+ R denote multiplication by r. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following are equivalent: 
p is continuous. (11) 
Zf x E V(9) and y E V(W), then x . y E V(9). (12) 
If xEV(B)andaE&?, thenx.aE%!. (13) 
Prooj Since (x, y) E V(%? x 9) if and only if x E V(9) and y E V(W), the 
equivalence of (11) and (12) reduces to the definition of continuity. 
To see that (12) Z- (13), let x EV(~) and a ~9. Then x v x ~V(95!) and 
a v OE!&‘~V(%‘); so, by (12), V(~)S(X v x).(a v O)=x.a v 0. By 
Proposition 1.6.8, x . a E %?. 
Finally, to see that (13) +. (12), let x, y EV(.@). One readily verifies the 
validity of the following discrete form of Leibnitz’ Product Rule: 
d(x.y)=x.(dY)+(dx).P(Y), (Ll) 
where p is the right-shift operator of Section 1.4: p(y) = 0 1 y. By (13), both 
summands on the right-hand side of (Ll ) belong to 9?‘. Therefore 
x .YEV(B). 
DEFINITION. 93 is ideal if it satisfies conditions (Il)-(13). 
For example, the standard d-structure A on Iw is ideal, since multiplica- 
tion in [w is continuous. 
It follows from (12) that the right-hand sides of (Xl) and (X2) are well- 
defined only if W is ideal; consequently, R* and R+ are rings only if 99 is 
ideal. Conversely, if .G% is ideal, then it follows from (12) and (13) that V(B) 
is a ring and that 9 is an ideal in V(9). We therefore have 
THEOREM 2.2. R* is a (necessarily commutative) ring if and only $3 is 
ideal. 
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Since BcV(W), condition (13) implies 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf 9 is ideal and if a, b E .!A?‘, then a . b E .%!. 
Notational Convention. We write Xa Y to denote that X is an ideal in 
a commutative ring Y. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf S? is ideal, then RI 4 R*. 
Proof: Since R’ is a subgroup of R*, we need only show that x. YE R’ 
whenever x E R’ and y E R *. Let x, y EV(%‘) represent x and y, respec- 
tively. Then x has a subsequence aE 9%‘. If the general term of a in x is x,~, 
let b be the subsequence of y with general term y,,. Then b EV(B); so 
x.yIa.bEB’. 
We observed earlier that R+ is a ring only if .@ is ideal. The converse 
follows from Lemma 2.4, and in summary we state 
THEOREM 2.5. R + is a ring if and only if 9 is ideal. 
Recall from Section I.7 the d-structure 
where, throughout this paper, )I . . /I denotes the norm of uniform 
convergence. 
EXAMPLE. PO is ideal 
Proof: If f eV(Po), then the sequence llfil is bounded above, say, by B. 
If gEpOb, then C,IIg,I( <co and 
ILL * gJx)l = joT WAX- t). s,(t) d,)i 6 B. T. Ilgnll, 
which implies that C, Ilf, * g,(l < co. Therefore f * gEPo,; so (13) is 
satisfied. 
The following proposition is so similar to Proposition 2.1 that we omit 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The following are equivalent: 
pr is continuous for every r E R. 
Zf x E V(9) and r E R, then x . r E V(W). 
Zf aEB?andrER, thena.rE.%. 
(Ml 
042) 
(M3 
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DEFINITION. 9 is modular if it satisfies conditions (M 1 )-( M3). 
Since pr is continuous if p is continuous, every ideal d-structure 
is modular; the converse is known to be false. The d-structure (;r in 
Example IS.3 is non-modular. 
Although we will not consider modules in this study, we remark that 
Proposition 2.6 implies that R* and Rf are modules over R if and only if 
W is modular. Since non-modular d-structures do not induce meaningful 
products on R* and R+, modularity will be taken as a minimal hypothesis 
in most of our assertions. 
Given a ring S, let us say for convenience that a function h: R -+ S is a 
group homomorphism if h merely preserves the additive group structure. If 
12 preserves the multiplicative structure as well, then we call h a ring 
homomorphism. If R and S are not just rings but algebras over a common 
field, then we call a linear ring homomorphism an algebra homomorphism. 
Recall from Section I.8 that if lz: R + S is a continuous group 
homomorphism, then h induces group homomorphisms h*: R* + S* and 
hi: Rt +S+ defined by 
h*(Cxl)= Ch(x)l for all x E V(W) 
and 
h+(CCxll)= CCh(x)ll for all x E V(9). 
The following proposition is easily verified. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If.3 and ,Y are ideal and h: R -+ S is a continuous ring 
homomorphism, then h* and h* are ring homomorphisms. 
If R is an algebra over a field F, then, for each s E F, let p,, : R -+ R denote 
multiplication by s. If pY is continuous for every s, then R* and R+ are 
algebras over F under the scalar products .Y. [x] = [s .x] and 
s . [[xl] = [[s x]], respectively. In the following easily verified proposi- 
tion, it is implicitly assumed that scalar multiplication is continuous in R 
and S. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If d and Y are ideul and h: R + S is a continuous 
algebra homomorphism, then h* and h+ are algebra homomorphisms. 
Note. We will often have to show that a given homomorphism h: R + S 
is continuous. By Proposition 1.8.4, this is equivalent to showing that 
h(3) c 9’. We will frequently use this characterization without explicit 
reference to Proposition 1.8.4. We will also use conditions (Il)-(13) and 
(M 1 ))( M3) without explicit reference. 
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3. STABILITY 
Recall the standard definitions that x E R annihilates A c R if x . a = 0 for 
all a E A and that R is annihilator-free if no non-zero element of R 
annihilates R itself. We extend these notions to sequences by saying that x 
annihilates A relative to 2 if x .~EB for all a E A. We will be interested in 
A-structures that coincide with their set of annihilating sequences (the 
“stable” d-structures). 
DEFINITION. The collection of sequences 
B?‘= {xcRlx.rE&Y for all reR} 
is the derivation of 9. If 2 = .%‘, then 9 is stable. If 2 is both ideal and 
stable, then 2 is perfect. 
Remark. One should not regard stability as a “restrictive” condition on 
.%; indeed, stability is a necessary condition for many of our results to hold. 
If it is desired that R* and R+ be rings, then 2%’ must also be ideal, hence 
perfect. Beginning in Section 7, we will take stability as a standard 
hypothesis. 
It is easily verified that A is stable (and therefore perfect). In contrast, P0 
is unstable. This is easily shown be a direct calculation, but we will get it 
instead from some general results below. (See Remark 7.5.) The instability 
of P0 causes a problem: We are considering properties of stable 
d-structures, but the (intuitively chosen) d-structure of our prorotype 
example P is unstable. We will therefore replace P0 with a stable one 
(Section 5). 
Observe that K(X) E 92’ if and only if x annihilates R. Consequently, X 
satisfies Hausdorff’s Axiom if and only if R is annihilator-free. We therefore 
have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If .G% is stable, then R is annihilator:free. 
We assume for the remainder of this section that R is annihilator-free. It 
is easily seen that P is annihilator-free. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 9” is a modular A-structure on R. 
Proof: We have already accounted for Hausdorff’s Axiom; the other 
axioms of a A-structure follow from the corresponding properties in .@?. To 
see that 9%” is modular, let a E W’ and r, s E R. Then a . (r . s) E 9. Since s is 
arbitrary, a . r E 9’. 
The next two propositions follow immediately from the definition of 2’. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. 92 is modular if and only if 9 c 2’. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If X is a A-structure on R such that % 292, then 
!x’39?“. 
Proposition 3.3 implies that every stable A-structure is modular; the 
converse is true if R has a unit, for then .%? c .c%. Since p0 is modular but 
unstable, we have a new proof that P has no unit. 
We have been assuming that R is annihilator-free. The following result 
shows that R* is also annihilator-free if W is perfect. 
THEOREM 3.5. If .B? is perfect and XE R* annihilates R, then x=0; 
consequently, tf S is a suhring of R* such that S 1 R, then S is annihilator- 
free. 
Proof Let x EV(W) represent X, and let r E R. Then x. r = 0; 
equivalently, x . r E 9. Therefore x E 9’ = 2; so x = 0. 
It is unknown if the corresponding statement in R+ is true. It is true if 
6% is coherent; for then, by the Representation Theorem of Section 1.10, 
R+ c R*, and the result follows from Theorem 3.5. 
Finally, let X be a subring of R, and let % = BY ) X. It is easily verified that 
X is modular whenever .B? is modular and that 57 is ideal whenever 9 is 
ideal. Stability, however, is not hereditary. For example, if X is not 
annihilator-free, then X is unstable. We will give a better example in 
Section 8. 
4. THE ORDINAL STABILIZATION 
Let R be annihilator-free (so that ,%’ is a A-structure), and let 9 be 
modular (so that B’~9). We will show that there exists a smallest stable 
A-structure Q(9) 3 9’. 
The verification of the following proposition is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (Bz} he a collection of A-structures on R, where 
c( varies over some totally ordered index set. If .2$ c BP whenever c1< fi, then 
U, 9& is a A-structure on R. Moreover, tf R, is modular for every index ~1, 
then UI BTE is modular. 
Returning to 9, let 9%$ =.9. For each ordinal u > 0, define inductively 
B = 
1 
(9x-1)’ if CL is not a limit ordinal, 
x uB<srql if CI is a limit ordinal. 
The translinite sequence .oR,, W,, B$, . . . . W,, . . . is called the derived 
sequence of 9. From Propositions 3.2, 3.3, and 4.1, we see that c%& is a 
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modular A-structure and that Se, c .G& + i for every ordinal CI. It follows that 
there exists an ordinal i such that 9% = BJ. for all CI 2 2. We call Q(W) = 92. 
the ordinal stabilization of 9. 
THEOREM 4.2. Q(B) is the smallest stable A-structure that contains BJ. 
ProoJ Obviously, sZ(92’) is stable and contains B’. If 3 is stable and 
2” 2 9, then, by Proposition 3.4, X 3 9’. It follows inductively that X 3 3, 
for every SI. 
It can be shown that if W is ideal, then Q(9) is ideal; Q(W) is then the 
smallest perfect A-structure that contains 5% Since we will not need this 
result in its full generality, we omit its (rather lengthy) proof. We will, 
however, need this result for Q(YO); this will be established shortly. 
Although Q(W) was constructed by a translinite induction, there is no 
known example of a A-structure W such that Q(g) # 6&,,. We now consider 
a condition on the underlying ring R which guarantees that the derived 
sequence of .% stabilizes very quickly. Recall that r E R is factorizable if 
there exist s, t E R such that r = s. t, and that R is factorizable if each of its 
elements is factorizable. More generally, R is weakly factorizable if every 
r E R is the sum of a finite number of factorizable elements of R. It is not 
difficult to show that [FD is factorizable; this is also a consequence of a 
general result in [3]. Other important convolution rings are known to be 
weakly factorizable but not factorizable [3, 81. 
THEOREM 4.3. If R is weakly factorizable, then O(W) = W’. 
Prooj Since 9’ = 92, c Se,, we need only show that W, 3 g2. Let r E R, 
and weakly factor r into 1; si. t,. Let x E g2. Then x . si E gl, which in turn 
implies that x.si.tjEB. Therefore W3Cix.s,.ti=x,r; so XE~?‘,. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If R is weakly ,factorizable and 9 is ideal, then Q(9) 
is perfect. 
Proof We need only show that sZ(%‘) is ideal. Let r E R, and weakly 
factor r into Cj si. ti. Let a E 52(B) and x E V(Q(W)). Then, by Theorem 4.3, 
a .s;E&? and x a tieV(9i?). Since 92 is ideal, (a. s,). (x ti) E &?; therefore 
a.x.rEB, So a.xEi%‘=Q(B?). 
5. THE DISCRETE DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURE 9 
Let 9=Q(Y0). By Theorem 4.3, Y=Yh; so 
8= fcP C(lf,*gll<ooforallg~P . 
1 i n 1 
(Pl) 
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By Proposition 4.4, 9 is perfect. Unless stated otherwise, 9 is henceforth 
assumed to be the d-structure on p. Let p* = (Ii’, Y)* and p+ = (p, 9)‘. 
Since 9 is perfect, P* and Kp + are rings under the product induced by the 
convolution product in P. The scalar product in P also induces scalar 
products in p* and P + ; hence P* and P + are algebras over @. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to characterizing the elements 
of 9 in terms of the magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients of their 
constituent functions. This characterization will be applied in the next 
section to establish an isomorphism between p+ and I7. 
Because the elements (functions) in $ take on complex values, we will 
use the complex exponential form of Fourier coefficients. This means that 
we will be working with two-sided sequences as well as ordinary 
(one-sided) sequences. We will always index two-sided sequences by 
the letter k and ordinary sequences by either n or m. To notationally 
distinguish two-sided sequences from ordinary sequences (which are 
written in Latin boldface), we write two-sided sequences in Greek; 
sequences of two-sided sequences are then written in Greek boldface. For 
example, 5 is a two-sided sequence with general term tk, and 5 is a 
sequence of two-sided sequences t,, with general term t,,,k. Let K denote the 
two-sided sequence with general term tiI, = k. 
We recall two standard definitions: i’ c @ is of slow growth if there exist 
constants C, q such that I tkl 6 C. I klY for all k # 0, and 5 is of rapid descent 
if, for. each positive integer q, the two-sided sequence 4 . ~~ is bounded, We 
denote the set of all two-sided sequences in @ of slow growth by r and the 
set of all two-sided sequences in @ of rapid descent by @. We consider r 
and @ as rings under termwise addition and multiplication, and as algebras 
over C under the usual scalar multiplication. It follows from the first of the 
next two well-known and easily verified propositions that @u f. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If i; c C, then < E r (f and only if 5 . $ E @ ,for eoery 
$ E @. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. rf 5 c @, then 5 E I- if and only if Ck I(, . t+bkl < ac, ,for 
euery *E @. 
Let d.f,k denote the kth Fourier coefficient of fc P. For computational 
simplicity and with no real loss of generality, let us fix the period T = 1; 
thus d,,k = j: f(t) e p2nrk’ dt. The inequalities 
for all f E P are well known and easily verified; we will use them in calcula- 
tions below without explicit reference. 
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In accordance with our usual notational conventions, br denotes the 
two-sided sequence with general term dLk. We define 4: [FD -+ @ by b(f) = I$, 
and recall 
THE CONVOLUTION THEOREM. 4: P -+ @ is an algebra isomorphism. 
Given a sequence 5 of two-sided sequences in @, let c = o(k) be the 
two-sided sequence with general term 
ok = c it,,ki. (Sl) 
II 
In particular, if f c P, then ~(4~) has the general term ok = C, l#r,,k/. 
THEOREM 5.3. If f c P, then f E ~-9’ if and only if CT(&) E K 
ProojI Let o = o(dr). Suppose first that CE lr, and let gE P. Then 
4, E a; so by Proposition 5.2, xk Jgk .#R,kl < co. Now write 
Therefore f E 63’. 
Conversely, suppose that f E 9 and let + E @. To show that g E r, it is 
equivalent, by Proposition 5.2, to show that Ck 10~. $kl < 00. By the 
Convolution Theorem, there exists g E P such that dg = $. Recalling that [FD 
is factorizable, factor g into u * v. Since f E 9, we have z:, Ii-f, * uj/ i a. 
Since uE P, we have Ck ldv,kl < co. Now write 
6. THE EQUIVALENCE OF P + AND I7 
We are now ready to show that P + and I7 are algebra-isomorphic. Since 
17 is algebra-isomorphic to r [9, p. 2251, this reduces to showing that P + 
and r are algebra-isomorphic. 
409/171/2-17 
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We place on @ the d-structure 
F= {yK@I~-‘(\y)E9q. (Fl) 
Then 4 is bicontinuous. Since 9 is perfect, F is perfect. By Theorem 5.3, 
~={(WC@IcJ(\y)Er}. (F-2) 
For each integer k, define ek E P by e,(t) = e2rrrk’, and let sk = d(ek) E @. 
Thus, the kth coordinate of sk is 1, and all other coordinates of .zk vanish. 
Since 9 is perfect, V(F) is a ring, indeed, an algebra over @. 
Given &EV(P), let Ak =lim,(S,,k)~ C. By Theorem 5.3, 2, exists for 
each k, and A= A(&) E r. Define h: V(9) -+ r by h(k) = A(k). It follows from 
the continuity of addition and multiplication in C that h is an algebra 
homomorphism. 
LEMMA 6.1. h is surjective. 
ProoJ: Let ~EIY For each n, let ~,,=&~,,[k.~k. Then REV by 
(F2), and h(k) = [. 
LEMMA 6.2. Ker(h) = l(F). 
Proof: If 5 E I(9), then there exists w c 5 such that w E 9. It follows 
from (F2) that lim,($,,,) = 0. But lim,,(t,,) = limJ$,+); therefore 
5 E Ker(h). 
Conversely, suppose that 5 E Ker(h). To show that 5 E I(9), we must 
show that there exists v c 5 such that w ~9. Let c= a(d(g)). By (F2), 
g E I-. By the Triangle Inequality, lt,,kl d (TV for all n and all k. Since 
lim,(t,,k)=O for each k, there exists an integer n, such that (<no,Ol 6 1. 
Inductively, having defined n,-, , let n, > n,,._ , be such that 15n,,kl d l/2” 
for all k such that lkl <m. Let w c 5 be the sequence with general term 
$,,, = r,,,,, for m 2 0. Then Cm IIc/,z,Oj d C, l/2” = 2; and, for Ikl > 0, 
Therefore C, l$m,kl d 2 + 2. Ikl .rrk for all k, and it follows from (F2) that 
yrEP-. 
Since @+ =V(F)/l(F), it follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 that h 
induces an algebra isomorphism H: @ + + r, defined by H( [ Et]]) = h(k) 
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for 5 E V(9). Since 4: P + @ is a bicontinuous isomorphism, its indiced 
mapping fj+: P+ + @ + is an algebra isomorphism. We therefore have 
THEOREM 6.3. H~~+:[ID+ -+ r is an algebra isomorphism. 
7. THE MULTIPLIER EXTENSION 
The equivalence of P + and Z7 having been established, our next goal 
is to extend C? from P to P +. We will do this by defining a natural 
d-structure on multiplier rings. There is no standard definition of a 
multiplier; usage of the term varies slightly, depending on the application. 
(See, for example, [l, 2,6, 73.) For our purposes, we say that a group 
homomorphism h: R ---t R is a multiplier if h(x ’ y) = h(x) y for all x, y E R. 
The multiplication functions Pi: R -+ R are multipliers. The differentiation 
operator on P is also a multiplier. 
We assume throughout this section that B is stable; in particular, R is 
annihilator-free. 
Let R” denote the set of all multipliers on R. Since the composite of two 
multipliers is a multiplier, R O is a ring with unit under composition. Since 
R is annihilator-free, it follows readily that R” is commutative and that 
~~#Oifr#O.WeidentifyeachrERwith~~ERo.IfhERoandrER,then 
ho pL, = pACrj; thus R u R O. In summary, we state 
PROPOSITION 7.1. R” is a commutative ring with unit, and R Q R”. 
COROLLARY 7.2. R = R” if and only if R has a unit. 
It is not difficult to show directly that G” = f, or equivalently, that 
P” = 5’+ = ZZ; we will get this instead from a general result in Section 9. 
See [lo] for additional results relating multiplier rings and spaces of 
distributions. 
Our definition of a multiplier is algebraic; continuity is not assumed. 
Under our standing hypothesis of stability, however, we get continuity free. 
THEOREM 7.3. Every multiplier h: R + R is continuous. 
Proof: Let a EB and rE R. Then h(a) .r =a .h(r)~.%. Therefore 
h(a) E .4?’ = W. 
COROLLARY 7.4. If 9 is perfect, then every multiplier h: R + R induces 
muZtipliers h*: R* + R* and h+: R+ + R+. 
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Let D be the differential operator on P. By Theorem 7.3, D is continuous 
with respect to 9; by Corollary 7.4, D induces multipliers D* on P* and 
D+ on P+. 
Remark 7.5. Since D is discontinuous with respect to PO, Theorem 7.3 
implies that P0 is unstable. Since D is continuous with respect to 9, we see 
that the discontinuity of D with respect to P0 is not inherent to D, but is 
instead a manifestation of the instability of PO. 
Note. We will often use multiplicative notation instead of functional 
notation in R O. For example, if x E R o and r E R, we will often write x . r 
instead of either x(r) or x0 pL,. Since x is continuous, x . a E 9 whenever 
a E 9 and x. y E V(9) whenever y EV(~?); we will use these in subsequent 
proofs without explicit reference. 
DEFINITION. The collection of sequences 
is the multiplier extension of 9. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. W o is a stable extension of 9 to RO. 
Proof. By the definition of a function, if x E 2’O and x. r = 0 for all 
r E R, then x = 0; so Hausdorff’s Axiom is satisfied. The other axioms of a 
d-structure follow from the corresponding properties in 9. 
To see that 2 o extends 92, suppose first that a E 9. Since 9 is modular, 
a . r E 92 for every r E R. Therefore a E 2 o 1 R. Conversely, if a E 92 o 1 R, then 
acR and a .~EB? for every rER; so aEB?‘)=&?‘. 
Toshowthat9’Oc(~‘O)‘,leta~~‘O andxER”.IfrER,thena.rE9; 
hence, a . r x E 9. Since r is arbitrary, a . x E go. Since x is arbitrary, 
ae (BO)‘. 
Finally, to show that (~“)‘c920”, let ~~(92~)‘. Then y.x~gO for all 
XERO; consequently, y . r E 92 o I R = &? for all r E R. Therefore y E 9 O. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. Zf 3 is perfect, then &To is perfect. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that go is ideal. We first show that if 
XEV(~O) and ZEV(.@?), then x .zEV(~). Since XEV(&O), we have 
x r EV(~) for all r E R; therefore, (x r ) . z E V( 95Y). Consequently, 
x~zEV(w)=V(.B). 
Now let x, y E V(W”), and let r E R. Then y. r E V(W). Applying the 
result of the previous paragraph with z = y . r, we have x . (y . r) EV(.%). 
Consequently, x . y E V(2 O ). 
We conclude this section by considering an interesting universal property 
of the multiplier extension. 
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THEOREM 7.8. Suppose that X KI Y and that ??I is a modular A-structure 
on Y. If H: Y + R o is a ring homomorphic extension qf a continuous ring 
epimorphism h: X + R, then H is continuous. 
Prooj Let aeg and rE R, and let XE X be such that h(x)= r. Then 
a .xE~I X; hence .?4?3 h(a .x) = H(a) .r. Therefore H(a) E.%“. 
Taking (X, Y) = (R, R”) in Theorem 7.8 and letting h and H be the 
identity mappings, we have 
COROLLARY 7.9. [f g is a modular extension qf B’ to R O, then (CV c B O. 
8. DIRAC SEQUENCES AND UNITS 
Since P has no unit, we have not assumed that R has one. If R does have 
a unit u and if R* is a ring, then u is also the unit of R*. If R does not 
have a unit, it is still possible that R* has one. We will consider a necessary 
and sufficient condition for R* to have a unit. 
DEFINITION. ucRisaDiracsequenceifu.r-rcG$?foreveryrER.IfR 
possesses a Dirac sequence, then R is a Dirac ring. 
We denote the collection of all Dirac sequences in R by s(B) and assume 
for the remainder of this section that R is a Dirac ring. We also make the 
blanket hypothesis that W is perfect; therefore R* and R+ are rings, and 
all multipliers on R are continuous. 
Recall from Section 6 the definition of sk E @. For the remainder of the 
paper, let q denote the sequence with general term qII = Cik, Gn Ed. 
EXAMPLE. ‘1 is a Dirac sequence in @. 
Proof: If 5 E @, then the general term of 11. r - 5 is 
q,.k. tk - 4, = 
0 if Ikl <n, 
-<k if Ikl >n. 
In the sequence r~. 5 = <, indexed by n 3 0, the term - tk appears exactly 
Ik( times before vanishing. Therefore, CJ(~I. t - 5) = 1~1 .](I E @ c r; so, by 
(F2), ~.(--EE. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Zf u E 6(B), then u E V(W). 
ProoJ We show equivalently that Au E 95’. Observe that the right-shifted 
sequence p(u) is a Dirac sequence, and let r E R. Then 
(Au).r=(u-p(u)).r=(u.r-r)-((p(u).r-r)E.!?i??. 
Therefore Au E 9’ = @. 
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PROPOSITION 8.2. If UE&%?) and VEV(B), then v~S(9) if and only ij” 
v r u. 
Proof: If vEh(g), then W3(v.r-r)-(u.r-r)=(v-u).r for every 
YE R. Therefore v -uEB’=B, that is, v z u. Conversely, if v ZU, then 
v.r--rgu.r--rEB’for every rER; so VEC?(~). 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Zf u E c?(a) and v E 6(B), then u . v E 6(g). 
Proof. Let rER. Then u.v.r-r=u.(v.r-r)+(u.r-r)E.@. 
PROPOSITION 8.4. If u E 6(B), then u . x - x E A9 for eaery x E V(Z). 
ProqJ Let rER. Then (u.x-x).r=(u.r-rY).xES?. Therefore 
u.x-XE?R~=W. 
THEOREM 8.5. Zf u EV(B), then [u] is the unit element of R* ifand only 
iflIES( 
Proof. Let XE R*, and let x EV(.%) represent x. If UE&&!), then, by 
Proposition 8.4, u . x - x E 9’; equivalently, [u] x - x = 0. 
Conversely, if [u] is the unit element of R*, then, in particular, 
[u] . r = r for every r E R; equivalently, u. r - r E 9? for every r E R. 
COROLLARY 8.6. If u E R* and u. r = r for every Y E R, then u is the unit 
element qf R*. 
Proqf: Let u E V(&?) represent u. Then u. r - r E 2 for every r E R, and 
the result follows from Theorem 8.5. 
Since R+ is a quotient ring of R*, Theorem 8.5 also implies 
COROLLARY 8.7. Zf UE 6(B), then [[u]] is the unit element ofR+. 
PROPOSITION 8.8. If UE~(&!), then UE&.~“). 
ProoJ: Let x E R” and rER. Then (u.x-x).r=(u.r-r).xE9; so 
u . x - x E 9 j\. 
Combining Propositions 8.4 and 8.8, we obtain the following theorem, 
which is a ring-theoretic abstraction of the familiar result that every 
distribution can be approximated (regularized) by a sequence of infinitely 
differentiable functions [9, p. 166; 4, p. 4011. 
THE REGULARIZATION THEOREM. Zf u~6(9), then u.x-XEB’” for 
every x E V(g O ). 
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COROLLARY 8.9. R is congruently dense in R”. 
We remarked in Section 3 that stability is not hereditary. We now give 
an example of this within @. Let 
a0 = ($ E @ 1 It/k = 0 for all but finitely many indices k}, 
and let & = 9) QO. Then Qpo is an annihilator-free ideal in @, but & is 
unstable. To see this, let 5 c C be a two-sided sequence such that 4 & r, and 
let &=4(q.t). Then J$&, but J.$E& for every $E@~. 
Since & is unstable, the results of this section and the previous one do 
not apply to QO. For example, 4 is a discontinuous multiplier on QO. 
9. EXACT DIRAC RINGS 
We conclude this study by considering the important case in which the 
integral completion R+ of a Dirac ring R is naturally isomorphic to the 
multiplier ring R* of R. As in the previous section, we assume that %’ is 
perfect. Suppose also that u E 6(g). 
We begin by showing that R * is canonically embedded in R+. Since 
every XE R” is continuous, X(U) EV(&?). Define h: R” -+ R+ by 
for every XE RO. 
h(x)= c Cx(u)ll W) 
PROPOSITION 9.1. If x E R” and r E R, then h(x) . r = x(r). 
ProoJ: h(x).r= [[x(u)]] .r= [[x(u).r]] = [[u.x(r)]] 
= [Cull. CCK(x(r))ll =x(r). 
Although the definition of h depends on II, it follows from Proposi- 
tion 8.2 that if VEX, then [[x(v)]] = [[x(u)]] for every XE R”. 
Therefore h depends only on the existence of a Dirac sequence but not on 
any particular one. 
THEOREM 9.2. h is a ring monomorphism, and h(r) = r for every r E R. 
Prooj h is obviously a group homomorphism. To see that h preserves 
products, let x, y E R”. By Proposition 8.3, u* E 6(B); so 
h(xoy)= CCx(~(u~))ll= CCx(u).~(u)ll 
= CCdu)ll CC~(u)ll =h(x).h(y). 
To see that Ker(h) = {0}, let x E Ker(h). By Proposition 9.1, x(r) = 
h(x) . r = 0 for every r E R. Therefore x = 0. 
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Finally, let r E R. To see that h(r) = r, recall that r is identified with 
pI E RG and with [[K(r)]] E R+. Then 
DEFINITION. R is exact if h is a ring isomorphism. 
Since R ~3 RO, if R is exact then R ~3 R+. Suppose conversely that 
RaR+. Then, for each x E R +, the function v,: R + R defined by 
v,.(r) = x. r is a multiplier. Define v: R+ + R” by v(x) = v,~. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. If Ra R+, then vo h: R” + R0 is the identity 
mapping. 
Proqf: Let x E R”. By Proposition 9.1, 
x(r) = h(x). r = v&r) = 44x))(r) 
for every r E R. Therefore v(h(x)) = x. 
It follows from Proposition 9.3 that h is surjective if and only if v is 
injective. If XE R+, then x E Ker(v) if and only if x annihilates R. We 
summarize these observations as 
PROPOSITION 9.4. R is exact if and only if R 4 R+ and no non-zero 
element of R f annihilates R. 
It is not known if the condition R u R+ alone implies that R is exact; 
that is, as we mentioned in Section 3, it is unknown if R+ can possess 
non-zero annihilators of R. 
Our next goal is to show that R+ is complete if R is exact. We need the 
following technical lemma concerning general (not necessarily exact) Dirac 
rings. 
LEMMA 9.5. Ifx~V(g~) and U.XE I($?), then XE I(W”). 
Proof. Let y = u . x. Then y has a subsequence b E 9 whose general term 
in y is, say, y,, . Let z c x and v c u be the subsequences with general terms 
xnk and unk, respectively. It is easily seen that every subsequence of a Dirac 
sequence is a Dirac sequence; thus v E 6(%!). By the Regularization 
Theorem, v.z-z~gO. But v.z=bE%lc%“. Therefore ZE.%‘~; so 
XE I(,@O). 
PROPOSITION 9.6. If R is exact and ifA g: R + A R + are multipliers such 
thatflR=gIR, thenf=g. 
Proof Let x E R+ and r E R. Then f(x). r = x .f(r) = x. g(r) = g(x). r. 
Therefore .f(x) - g(x) annihilates R; hence f(x) = g(x) by Proposition 9.4. 
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If R is exact, we simply write R+ = RO, the isomorphism h being 
understood. Then go is an extension of 2 to R+. Recall from Section I.9 
the definition of a consistent extension. 
PROPOSITION 9.7. If R is exact, then 8 0 is a consistent extension qf 2 
to R+. 
Proof Let XEV(%!), and let x= [[xl] E R+. By Corollary 7.4, v, 
induces a multiplier v.: : R+ + R+. Let 11,’ : R + -+ R + denote multiplica- 
tion by x. Then p.: and v: both extend v,; by Proposition 9.6, p: = v,‘. 
Letting u = [[u]], write 
ccx~u-x~ull= ccxll~ccull- cc~,~~~ll=x~~-~,+(cc~1l) 
=x-/l; .u=o. 
Therefore, x . u -x . u E 1(.%1); by Lemma 9.5, x - x E I(WG). 
THEOREM 9.8. If R is exact, then R+ is complete. 
Proof: Combine Proposition 9.7 with Corollary 8.9 and Theorem 1.9.1. 
THEOREM 9.9. If R is exact, then R is complete tf and only if” R has a 
unit. 
Proof If R is complete, then R = R+, which contains the unit [[u]]. 
Conversely, if R has a unit, then R = R* = R+; so R is complete. 
We now apply our general results to P. It follows from Proposition 9.4 
that @ is exact, and we place on r= @ + = Do the multiplier extension 9 0 
of 9. By Proposition 7 7 F* . 2 is perfect. 
Remark. By Proposition 8.8, q E 6(9 “); hence q ‘4 - 5 E 9 o for every 
5 E IY We recognize q . t as the Fourier series of 5. Since F O c -L (F o ), the 
Fourier series of 5: converges to 5. 
Since @ is exact and 4: P + @ is bicontinuous, IFD is exact. We place on 
P + = P o the multiplier extension .Y” of 9. By Proposition 7.7, 9” is 
perfect. Application of Theorem 7.8 to both d and 4-l shows that 
$4’: Pf + @+ is bicontinuous, and we summarize our results as 
THEOREM 9.10. P is an exact Dirac ring. go is a perfect consistent 
extension of 9 to [FD +, and P + is a complete ring with unit. P is a 
congruently dense ideal of P +. The differential operator D + is continuous on 
P +, and the Fourier series of every ,f E P + converges ta ,f 
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